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Main Tasks:

- Establish a scientific base (common language, full description of sample history, ...)
- Networking within Germany
- Networking worldwide:
  - Travel funds for German researchers to go abroad
  - Travel funds for international researchers to join a German group for some time period
  - Mercator fellow
- Final responsibility for different types of meetings:
  - Seminars (~ 20 participants), 2 per year
  - Workshops (~ 60), 1 per year
  - International conference ICHEM-2020 (~ 200), 1 per funding period
- Promotion of young researchers (Start-Up Funding)
- Supporting gender issues
- Last-but-not-least: Strictly English language enforced
3 month per year post-doc

Several meetings planned:

→ post-doc will be in charge of high scientific quality of these meetings

→ post-doc will coordinate the creation of "common language" (e.g. what is necessary to fully describe a sample history)

→ post-doc will be in charge of networking